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A black hole model at the Galactic Center

The  BH model at the GC is the current idea in recent 50 years.  

The key for the BH model is:

Some radiations observed  from the region nearby the GC 

are really emitted by the gas of accretion disk around the BH.

 

A key observational evidence comes from stellar kinematics  by the o
bservation  of  motion of stars at distance about 0.1pc  from the GC: t
here is a super-massive object with mass 

   (It is impossible  for  another  condense star such as a neutron star)
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I.   Recent New discoveries  of  Radio Astronomical Observ
ations  Near the GC :
 an abnormally strong radial magnetic field

•  



Alfven critical magnetic field for  Magnetic freezing :

A  plasma  of the accretion disk  will be prevented from approaching to t
he GC by the strong radial magnetic field in the neighbor of the GC w
hen the energy density of the magnetic field is stronger than  the kine
matic energy density of the material, or the magnetic field is stronger t
han the Alfven critical value (due to the Magnetic freezing effect) :

       : the Schwarzschild radius, 
 the mass of the central massive object :
at 
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A direct effect of the  strong radia
l magnetic field

AlphenObserv BB 

The  plasma of the accretion disk around the GC is prevented far from 
approaching to the GC  by the abnormal strong  radial magnetic 
field.

                                                                
The radiations observed near the GC cannot be emitted by the gas of 
the accretion disk.,
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  Detected  radiation emitted  from the GC

a) Some radiation from the radio to the sub-mm wavelength band  h
ave been  observed in  the region  of  the central black hole with mas
s  for the GC.

b) Sgr A* is identified as a surprisingly weak X-ray by Chandra and i
t is inferred as radiated from region  due to the hour long timescale f
or some detected weak X-ray flare and  small NIR flare.

c) The radio flux density shows a flat-to-inverted spectrum, i.e., it rises sl
owly with frequency with the power peaking around   in the sub mm ban
d.  ,  At GHz frequencies, ,

 , The spectrum continues towards low frequencies ( with no sigh of abso
rption. At higher frequencies the spectrum extends into Sub-mm wavelen
gth regime, where the spectrum peaks and then suddenly cuts-off.   

(Ref.  Falcke and  Marko (2013), review paper, arXiv : 1311.1841  [astro-
ph HE]    7Nov. 2013) 

•  

http://dict.cn/radio%20wavelength%20band


A dilemma of the accretion disk model
The very strong radial magnetic field in the Galactic Center  will prevent  
material in the accretion disk from approaching  to  the Galactic Center . 


The accretion disk will be prevented by from approaching to the GC, and t
he material of  the accretion disk my not  near the central black holes in A
GNs.


These radiations observed  from the region nearby the GC can not be emit
ted by the gas of accretion disk, although the radiation from the vicinity of the 
black hole originates from the inflowing material of the accretion disk by the p
opular  BH model ( Yuan and Narayan, 2014) .

This is a dilemma of the standard accretion disk model of black hole at the 
GC.

  



II.
 How to produce the stro
ng radial magnetic field



The magnetic field  by -turbulence dynamo ɑ (Parker, 1953)

The key idea of the -turbulence dynamo mechanism: ɑ
 the induced electro-dynamic potential of turbulence is parallel to 

magnetic field.

“A toroidal magnetic field  A toroidal electro-dynamic potential 
 A toroidal current  A poloidal magnetic field

  A poloidal electro dynamic potential 
 A poloidal current  A toroidal magnetic field.”

                    : the curl of the turbulent velocity of the fluid, and it is appr
oximately equivalent to the large-scale vortex rotational angular veloc
ity. σ is the electrical conductivity of the fluid and  is the typical times
cale of the turbulence. 



Magnetic field by The - turbulent dynamoɑ

By the - turbulent dynamo:ɑ
Energy density of  magnetic field by  - turbulent dynamoɑ  

= Energy density of induced electric current 

 = density of electrical charge       Induced electro-dynamic potent
ial of turbulence 

n : the number density of the plasma particles , 
      :  is the ionization degree

http://dict.cn/ionization%20degree


Some relevant data  in the Sun
•  



Magnetic field of the interstellar cloud
                                                                                       (A)

                                                           The value of factor                   is unclear. 

 In the interstellar cloud ,  W51 e2, the strongest magnetic field may 
reach at 20mG about with the number density  
 near the collapsing core W51 e2 ( Koch et al.2012).
 B = 20mG  may be produced only for the very dense interstellar cloud
 with a condition 

Taking the ratio                                                 and 
 (Eatough et al., 2013) at the distance of 0.12pc from the Galactic 
Center, the magnetic field with a lower limit of 8mG is hard be hardly 
produced by ɑ-turbulence dynamo mechanism （ eq.(A) ）

 
                           



Two dilemma and  a solution
1. The first dilemma of the standard accretion disk model of black ho

le at the GC: The accretion plasma is clearly prevented from approac
hing to the GC by the radial magnetic field in the region near  around 
the GC at least as explicitly demonstrated above. Thus, the accretion 
material can’t reach the region near the central "black hole". Consequ
ently, the radiations observed near the GC cannot be emitted by the ga
s of the accretion disk. 

2. The second dilemma: The observed magnetic field with a lower limit o
f 8mG  at the distance of 0.12pc from the GC  can not being produced 
by  the ɑ-turbulence dynamo mechanism (which is the most effective 
mechanism known up to now)

A Solution: We note that the important discovery of very strong radial m
agnetic field in the Vicinity of the GC is consistent with the prediction 
from our model of supermassive object (SMO) with magnetic monopo
les ( Peng and Chou 2001). 



III.
On the  super-massive AGN 
(non black hole) model with mag
netic monopoles



Magnetic monopole

•  



•  

The Rubakove –Callen effect



The main idea of our model
1) Taking the Rubakov-Callan (RC) effect in particle physics: (Magnet

ic monopoles may catalyze nucleons to decay to leptons (number of 
baryons is non-conserved) which provides the main energy for quas
ars and AGNs. This may replace black hole model (the accretion mo
del acts only as a minor energy provider).

2) The gravitational effect around the super-massive object in the gala
ctic center is similar to black hole. However, the super-massive obje
ct containing sufficient magnetic monopoles has neither the  horizo
n nor the central singularity of the black holes . This is because the r
eaction rate of the nucleon  decay catalyzed by magnetic monopoles 
is proportional to square of mass density,  and both the leptons and 
photons from decaying emit outward, the central density cannot app
roach infinity. Combined with RC effect from particle physics, our 
model can avoid the central singularity problem of black hole theor
y in GR, which make physical theories self-consistent and rather ha
rmonic in the nature.



Our model predictions about the Galactic center

•  



Predictions( continue) 
4) The supper-massive  objects with saturated magnetic monopoles  in th

e centers of all AGNs in the region                      by the Earth  may be 
the sources of  the observed  ultra high energy cosmic ray.

5) The surface temperature of the super-massive object in the Galactic ce
nter is about 120K and the corresponding spectrum peak of the therma
l radiation is at               in the sub-mm wavelength regime. This predi
ction is basically consistent with the recent observation (Falcke and M
arko, 2013). 

The non- thermal radiation such as synchrotron radiation, may be emitte
d due to the motion of the relativistic electrons in the magnetic field.  

However, quantitative comparison of observations with theory is rather d
ifficult now, because the power indexes of both the thermal radiation a
nd the non- thermal radiation for the radio wavelength band have not 
been well determined yet up to now.
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Conclusions

1) It could be an astronomical observational evidence of 
      the existence of magnetic monopoles which it predicate

d in particle physics.
2) The black hole model and accretion disk model of quasa

rs and AGNs are not physical. 
3)   Our AGN model containing magnetic monopoles could 

be a reasonable one.
     The radiation in the  emitted from the region near the 
     GC may be naturally explained by  our model.



Challenge on  the BH Models 
for other  quasars and AGCs

1. about very strong radial magnetic field in the center of A
GNs

Zamaninasab M.et al., 2014, “Dynamically important magnetic fields ne
ar accreting supermassive black  holes” ,  < Nature >, Vol. 510, 126.

The authords  did a statistical analysis on 76 radio-loud active galaxies a
nd concluded that there were very strong radial magnetic field in the 
galactic center preventing material  in the accretion disk from falling 
in.
i.e. The accretion disk  is not near the central black holes in AGNs.
This could invalidate the standard accretion disk model of black hol

es in AGNs.



2. On the Infrared radiation of quasars

The significant new discovery of quasar observations
(Infrared luminosity observations of quasars):
In the 21 high-redshift quasars (5.8 < z < 6.4 ), their observation disc
overed:
  There were two quasars with no detection of infrared radiation fro
m the hot dusts. The authors of the article explained as: Those two q
uasars without hot-dust emission probably are the first generation of 
quasar formed in the dustless environment. They were so young and 
the number of hot dust accreted around them were so less that the ra
diation cannot be observed.
Jiang L., et al., 2010,  “Dust-free quasars in the early Universe” <Nature>, Vol. 464,  Is
sue 7287, pp. 380-383 (2010).



In my idea

• The observation of the two high-redshift quasars without hot d
usts mentioned above;
The  strong radial magnetic field observed in the Galactic cent
er;
The strong magnetic fields might existed in the center of the 76 
radio-loud AGNs.

There are only magnetic-braking accretion disk around the ce
ntral object which preventing matter from approaching the su
rface the object (black  hole). This shows that the accretion flo
w cannot provide enough luminosity.

• This is in favour of our non-black hole model of the galactic nu
clei with magnetic monopoles again.
This is a challenge for the current popular black hole model.



3. On Jets of AGNs
Sell et al., 2014, Apr. arX iv:1404.0677[astro=ph.GA] 2 Apr. 2014

ABSTRACT
We investigate the process of rapid star formation quenching in a sample of 12 massive galaxies 
at intermediate redshift (z  0.6) that host high-velocity ionized gas outflows (v > 1000 km s−1). ∼
We conclude that these fast outflows are most likely driven by feedback from star formation 
rather than active galactic nuclei (AGN). We use multiwavelength survey and targeted 
observations of the galaxies to assess their star formation, AGN activity, and morphology. 
Common attributes include diffuse tidal features indicative of recent mergers accompanied by 
bright, unresolved cores with effective radii less than a few hundred parsecs. The galaxies are 
extraordinarily compact for their stellar mass, even when compared with galaxies at z  2 – 3. ∼
For 9/12 galaxies, we rule out an AGN contribution to the nuclear light and hypothesize that the 
unresolved core comes from a compact central starburst triggered by the dissipative collapse of 
very gas-rich progenitor merging disks. We find evidence of  AGN activity in half the sample but 
we argue that it accounts for only a small fraction (. 10%) of the total bolometric luminosity. We 
find no correlation between AGN activity and outflow velocity and we conclude that the fast 
outflows in our galaxies are not powered by on-going AGN activity, but rather by recent, 
extremely compact starbursts.



4.On the BH mass of the center for AGNs
 It is now generally believed by most astronomers that bright quasars observed at large 

redshift (for example, z >1 or even z > 5) are supermassive black holes formed in th
e primordial universe. The spectacularly huge luminosity is supplied by the accretio
n of matter outside these black holes. As a result, the mass of nearby galactic nuclei 
and quasars must be greater than that of the remote quasars with larger redshift. This 
is because the mass of the black holes must continuously increase due to accretion. 
But the deduction is just contrary to the observation that no supermassive black hole 
with  mass 

    This is the dilemma of the black hole model of quasars and active galactic nuclei (A
GNs). 

However, it is naturally explained by our AGN model containing magnet
ic monopoles. The mass of the supermassive object must decrease gra
dually due to the baryons decaying catalyzed by the magnetic monopo
les and the decaying products (including the pions , muons , positrons 
and the radiation) would going out of the object continuously. 
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